Hidden Markov models (HMMs) have been successfully applied to a wide range of sequence modeling problems. In the classification context, one of the simplest approaches is to train a single HMM per class. A test sequence is then assigned to the class whose HMM yields the maximum a posterior (MAP) probability. This generative scenario works well when the models are correctly estimated. However, the results can become poor when improper models are employed, due to the lack of prior knowledge, poor estimates, violated assumptions or insufficient training data. To improve the results in these cases we propose to combine the descriptive strengths of HMMs with discriminative classifiers. This is achieved by training feature-based classifiers in an HMM-induced vector space defined by specific components of individual hidden Markov models. We introduce four major ways of building such vector spaces and study which trained combiners are useful in which context. Moreover, we motivate and discuss the merit of our method in comparison to dynamic kernels, in particular, to the Fisher Kernel approach.
Introduction
Hidden Markov models (HMMs) represent a powerful statistical learning technique, widely applied to sequence modeling. They have been successful in a variety of fields such as natural language processing (including speech recognition [1, 2] , speech translation [3] or parsing [4] ), pattern recognition and computer vision [5] (including shape recognition [6, 7] , face and gesture recognition [8, 9] , image analysis [10] ) and also computational biology and genomics [11] [12] [13] .
HMMs are stochastic finite state machines which generate a sequence of observations, symbols or vectors, by moving among (hidden) states, as governed by transition probabilities. It is assumed that the probability distribution of the current state is conditionally independent of the path of past states (first order Markov property). A symbol is emitted according to the emission probabilities each time a state is visited. Hence, in order to model the underlying structure of a set of sequences one needs to specify the emission probability functions, state transition probabilities and the initial state This is likely to occur in one of the following scenarios:
• poorly estimated class models, e.g. due to insufficient learning examples, • improper models, e.g. due to bad model definition or conditional dependence of the states and • possible class overlap, as may occur in for instance medical problems where patient diagnoses may not be consistent between different medical doctors.
Some of these issues can be addressed by improving and extending the classical HMMs. Many such approaches have been proposed in the past; a non-exhaustive list includes hierarchical HMM [17] , input-output HMM [18] , factorial hidden Markov models [19] , coupled HMM [20] and others. These offer solutions to inhomogeneous class structures, as they are flexible enough to model complex classes. They however become infeasible for small sample size problems, because there is far too little information for the estimation of their parameters. Alternatively, the discriminative skills can be enhanced by training HMMs with discriminative criteria. Two popular examples are based on maximum mutual information (MMI) [21] and minimum Bayes risk (MBR) [22] , but other extensions are available, such as [23, 24] or the lattice-based framework presented in [25] . See also [26] for an overview. In the context of speech recognition, we read in [25] : "The key issue [with discriminative criteria] is one of generalization and this is affected by the amount of training data available, the number of HMM parameters estimated, and the training scheme used. [..] if steps are taken to improve generalization performance, MMI-trained systems can indeed outperform the best ML-trained systems for even the most complex large vocabulary speech recognition tasks." One must however remember that although discriminative criteria try to reduce the recognition error directly, they require sufficient amount of training data. Furthermore, there exist generalizations of HMMs towards probabilistic discriminative models. These are conditional random fields (CRFs) [27] and hidden CRFs (HCRFs) [28] , in which conditional maximum likelihood is often used to estimate the parameters. In the application to phone classification, Gunawardana [28] shows that HCRFs outperform comparable generative HMMs (trained by ML) and MMI-trained HMMs. Discriminative learning procedures can also be based on a maximum/soft margin criterion [29] , a perceptronlike algorithm [30] , or a recursive scheme that maximizes the lower bound of the regularized cross-entropy [31] . All these discriminative techniques need complex training procedures, whereas the final classification still relies on the MAP approach: a sequence is assigned to the class whose HMM yields the highest maximum a posterior probability.
In this paper we propose a simpler method to improve the discriminative power of the MAP approach, i.e. to apply discriminative classifiers to features that are extracted from individual HMM class descriptions. This utilizes the lesson from Multiple Classifier Systems that a back-end discriminative classifier is able to compensate for the weak generalization power of individual class-related hidden Markov models; see also [32] [33] [34] . We therefore focus on situations in which classical HMMs are "good enough" to capture characteristics of the classes, but the classes are either weakly discriminative (due to the problem definition) or described by poorly estimated models (due to insufficient complexity or small sample size problems).
Our proposal is to map each sequence into an HMM-induced vector space (HHMVS), whose features are derived from specific components of individual HMMs. Every feature measures the relevance of a specific component (like states or transitions) of a given HMM when an input sequence O is fed to this HMM, or, better, how a specific component contributes to the explanation of O. Discriminative classifiers are then designed in these vector spaces. This paper shows that this method is robust and may drastically improve the standard HMM-based classification scheme. This is particularly evident when the original models are insufficient to solve the problem, usually due to small training sets, incorrect model topology or bad model assumptions. The described approach may be really useful in another crucial scenario, namely when different models-already trained on different data sets-are available, and new data (from a novel class) come. In this case, instead of training the models again (or training new models), we can just build the discriminant on the new data projected to the feature space through the already trained models. This is illustrated in Section 4, where a feature space derived from a model of a single class is good enough to enable discrimination between different classes not modeled by HMMs. Such a scenario could be useful for using generic models in different cultural areas (e.g. for speech recognition), and also when a time adaption is required.
The approach proposed here is an extension of some previous work [35] [36] [37] , in which features were defined as functions measuring similarity between patterns and classes (or clusters). In this paper, we go a step further and define features that describe relevance of particular components of the HMMs for explaining input sequences. It is related to the family of dynamic kernels [38] [39] [40] , in particular the Fisher Score approach [38, [41] [42] [43] and its variants, e.g. [44] , as well as further generalizations to score spaces [45] . In the classical Fisher Score approach, features are gradients of the log-likelihood with respect to the model's parameters. Even though HMM-induced spaces proposed by us share some structure with variants of the Fisher Score space, the spaces are different because they are derived based on fundamentally different assumptions. We describe both similarities and differences between HMM-induced vector spaces and (Fisher) Score spaces, showing experimentally how and when they differ.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the proposed generative-discriminative approach, while Section 3 presents an experimental evaluation. Section 4 discusses dimensionality issues. Section 5 focuses on a comparison with the Fisher Score approach. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future perspectives are envisaged in Section 6.
Learning in HMM-induced vector spaces
Before introducing our framework, we will first start with some notation.
Hidden Markov models
A discrete-time first order hidden Markov model [1] is a stochastic finite state machine defined over a set of K states S={S 1 , S 2 , ... , S K }. The states are hidden, i.e. not directly observable. Each state has an associated probability density function encoding the probability of observing a certain symbol being output from that state. Let Q =(Q 1 , Q 2 , ... , Q T ) be a fixed state sequence of length T with the corresponding observations O = (O 1 , O 2 , ... , O T ). An HMM is described by a model k, determined by a triple {A, B, p} such that:
• A = (a ij ) is a matrix of transition probabilities, in which a ij = P(Q t = S j |Q t−1 = S i ) denotes the probability of state S j following state S i .
is the probability of emitting the symbol o when being in state S j . We deal with a discrete HMM if the emitted symbol comes from a finite alphabet, and we deal with a continuous HMM, if the emission probability density is modeled by a continuous function as emitted observations are vectors.
• p=( i ) is the initial state probability distribution, i.e. i =P(Q 1 =S i ). 
Our methodology
We will now describe a framework for combing the strengths of one-class HMMs with discriminative feature-based learners via the use of component-based HMM-induced vector spaces. Let 
HMM-induced vector space
The HMMs are fitted to model a single class well, but this may lead to poor discrimination as the models are not optimized to differentiate among the classes. We propose to derive a fixed-dimensional feature space from the trained generative HMMs, in which discriminative classifiers are trained. We call this an HMMVS, equipped with the traditional norm and Euclidean metric. Every feature is extracted from a specific HMM and conveys information about the corresponding class. In essence, this approach maps variable-length observation sequences into a vector space, and by doing this it integrates the modeling potential of one-class models with discriminative classifiers.
HMMVS are based on "Component Information" features, CIs, which describe some relevant information extracted from particular components of the models, in relation to the input sequence O.
A CI feature either characterizes some properties of the generation path of the sequence O through the model k c or the strength with which a specific component of k c "responds" to O. 
We introduce now four different CI-mappings, leading to four different HMM-induced spaces (see Appendix A.2 on how to compute the relevant quantities):
1. LL-space (log-likelihood space): This is our reference space, similar to the ones proposed in [35, 36, 45] . The CI-feature becomes the logarithm of the probability that the model k c has generated the sequence O, i. 
The relevant information for the state S c i of a given model k c is therefore the sum over time of the probability that k c passes through that state while emitting O, i.e. of sequence length. We, however, do not follow this idea here. It appears that sequence length can be very informative in the experiments, because it captures complexity of the structure encoded in a sequences. We are not disturbed by variable-length sequences as the resulting CI-features can appropriately be scaled for the use of discriminative classifiers. The total Component Information for the class c is captured by a K-element vector:
Finally, each sequence is mapped into a CK-dimensional feature vector which summarizes the importance of each state S c i for every model k c with respect to the input sequence 
Similarly to the previous case we compute the sum over t, deriving: to state S c j [1] . Therefore, our CI-feature is (i,j) (O, k c ). The total Component Information for the class c be-
The HMMVS is defined by all models, hence each sequence is mapped into a CK 2 -dimensional feature vector, summarizing the importance of all transitions {S c i
4. emit-space: In some applications, emission probabilities may represent the most meaningful part of an HMM. Hence, we characterize the property of k c by the sum of emission probabilities at a given state. The CI-feature is defined
The final HMMVS is described by all models, hence each sequence is mapped into a CK-dimensional feature vector,
The spaces presented above are the ones most intuitively derived from HMMs. Other spaces can be defined by following the same principle, e.g. such that Component Information is summarized over a couple of states or over a set of transitions entering a particular state. Another possible extension is a fusion of (parts of) the spaces. The flexibility in the definition of Component Information can be utilized to tailor this generic approach into a specific application.
The main problem in our approach is the high dimensionality of some HMM-induced vector spaces, in particular the trans-space. Any traditional feature reduction technique, such as principal component analysis (PCA) can be applied to diminish the impact of curse of dimensionality [16] on classifier performance. Section 4 discusses a few methods that effectively deal with this issue.
Classifier training in HMMVS
The classification model is now an ensemble {{k 1 , ... , k C }, F HMM , C}, where {k 1 , ... , k C } are the individual HMMs describing the classes, F HMM is a specific HMM-induced vector space, and C is the final classifier. Since the original sequences are mapped as vectors to an HMMVS via Component Information derived from the trained models, these resulting vectors do not follow independent distributions. Discriminative classifiers are therefore preferred here, because they directly focus on estimating class posterior probabilities instead of modeling class distributions. Such classifiers should also be less affected by the curse of dimensionality.
Ideally, the training set is split into two independent subsets, one used for learning HMMs and the other used for training a classifier in the HMMVS. In practice, however, there is often insufficient data to allow for this. In our study we use a single set, both to determine the HMMs and to train the final classifier. Such data re-use may lead to overtraining. The practice of Multiple Classifier Systems shows, however, that we can still benefit from this generative-discriminative combining scheme, provided that the basic generative HMMs are capable of characterizing informative features (however poorly they may be estimated) and the combiner is simple enough not to overfit.
The main task is, therefore, to get sufficiently rich CI-features; see also [34] .
Feature normalization in HMMVS can be important depending on the chosen classifier. Two usual techniques are standardization (zero mean and unit variance) and linear scaling to the [0, 1] domain. Normalization is necessary for the LL-space, as it relies on unbounded logarithms of probabilities, which may become very large 
Parameters of the HMM generating sequences of class2. in modulus for small probabilities. state-, emit-and trans-spaces are bounded, because their features are summations over sequences of probabilities of a fixed maximal length. In this case, it is not clear whether normalization is required. In our experiments we compare normalized and non-normalized spaces, showing that the usefulness of this operation strictly depends on the chosen application and the classifier. Nevertheless, we remove non-informative features in HMMVS with zero (or close to zero in the machine precision) variances as judged on the training set. This may especially be the case, e.g. for trans-space when particular transitions never occur.
Illustrative synthetic example
Now we illustrate both the advantages and drawbacks of the proposed approach with a synthetic example. Our goal is to highlight the situations for which classifiers in HMMVS are superior to the traditional MAP approach. If the training set is sufficiently large and class models are well estimated (i.e. with the correct number of states and topology, and well estimated probability functions), then the MAP approach is more beneficial.
We consider a two-class problem, in which sequences of length 10 are generated from the two 4-state Gaussian HMMs specified in Fig. 1 . Since these two models are very similar (especially in the emission probability density models), the discrimination becomes difficult. Our experimental evaluation is specified as follows:
• Disjoint training and test sets are randomly generated. The training set varies from 2 to 500 sequences per class. The test set contains 1000 sequences, 500 examples per class.
• Standard either 4-state or 8-state HMMs are trained per class, stopping at the likelihood convergence. The former case corresponds to a perfect model topology, while the latter simulates an incorrect model.
• Non-normalized state-and trans-spaces are constructed on the training set. The state-space is either 8D or 16D, while the transspace is either 32D or 128D, depending on the number of states in the HMMs.
• Test sequences are classified either by the MAP approach applied to the two trained HMMs, or by classifiers trained in the HMM-induced vector spaces. The classifiers are chosen such that they do not suffer much from high-dimensional feature spaces Note that x-axis has a logarithmic scale. Concerning the correct 4-state class models (left), the standard errors of the average accuracy vary from 1.0% to 1.2% for ntr = 6, via 0.9% (trans-space) or 1.2% (state-space) for ntr = 20% to 0.55% for ntr = 100 and, finally, 0.3-0.45% for large ntr. Concerning the incorrect 8-state class models (right), the standard errors of the average [49] results vary from 0.9% to 1.1% for ntr = 6, via 0.7-0.8% for ntr = 20 to ≈ 0.5% for ntr = 100 and, finally, 0.3-0.4% for large ntr. C denotes the number of classes. K is the number of states in the HMMs.
(zero-valued features that occur during training are neglected). The classifiers are:
• the naive Bayes classifier (NBC- [48] ), assuming that features are conditionally independent; individual class-conditional marginal densities are estimated by 1D histograms; • the support vector machine (SVM- [50] ) with a Gaussian kernel. is estimated by the leave-one-out nearest neighbor error on the training set, the scale of the Gaussian kernel is determined in a 20-step optimization based on the fivefold crossvalidation error estimation; and • the k-nearest neighbor rule (k-NN- [47] ). k is estimated on the training set by minimizing the leave-one-out classification error.
• The experiments are repeated 30 times and the average accuracy is reported. Fig. 2 shows curves of average classification accuracy. We can observe that classification performance increases with the increasing training size, and that the state-space is inferior to trans-space, especially when SVM is trained. Most importantly, given the correct model topology (K = 4, left subplot), we can observe that the MAP results become increasingly better with a growing number of training sequences, finally outperforming the classifier in the HM-MVS. For small sample size situations, however, the classifiers in the trans-space outperform the MAP approach. The right subplot of Fig. 2 shows the results for the situation where an incorrect model topology, 8-state HMMs, is used. In this case, the accuracy deteriorates for all classification strategies, but the MAP is suffering the most. The trained classifiers are capable of recovering from the improper estimates by using supervised training information in their discriminative learning. The k-NN and SVM trained in the transspace provide a substantial improvement over the baseline MAP result for small and moderate training sizes and a similar result for large training sizes. This experiment supports the idea that our approach can be recommended for small training sets or when the chosen HMMs do not fit to the observed phenomena.
Experimental evaluation
The usefulness of HMMVS is evaluated on four applications: shape recognition (Chicken data), gesture classification (Auslan data), speaker verification (Japan-Vowel data) and EEG signal classification (Alcoholic data). These problems represent various scenarios, such as discrete symbol sequences versus continuous signals, difficult tasks versus easy tasks, small versus large number of classes, and finally, small or moderate training sets. The data sets are summarized in Table 1 and their further descriptions (including derivation of sequences) are given in Appendix A.1.
Experimental details and parameter setting
We assume that we deal with fully ergodic HMMs. Initialization is random both for the transition probabilities and initial state probabilities. In case of continuous signals, the emission probability models are initialized by a Gaussian Mixture clustering. In case of discrete symbol sequences, 20 independent training runs are performed, starting from a random initialization, picking the best likelihood model as the representative. Our implementation relies on the Murphy's Matlow hidden Markov model toolbox. 1 For simplicity, the number of states is fixed for all classes in each problem. It is chosen beforehand by using some preliminary analysis or based on a priori knowledge (e.g. published papers). The same HMMs are used in the MAP scheme as in the proposed generativediscriminative framework.
Different strategies are used to estimate classification accuracy for each problem in order to make valid comparisons with the already published results. Various classifiers, as implemented in Prtools [46] , are tested in our HMM-induced vector spaces:
lda linear discriminant analysis [47] : It assumes identical class conditional densities, modeled by Gaussians. The linear decision function is determined by the Bayes rule.
loglc logistic linear classifier [48] : It models the log-odds (logarithm of the ratio of class posterior probabilities) as linear functions. The weights are optimized by ML.
nbc naive Bayes classifier [48] : It assumes that features are conditionally independent. Here the individual class-conditional marginal densities are estimated by 1D histograms.
knn k-nearest neighbor rule [47] : k is estimated on the training set by minimizing the leave-one-out classification error.
svm linear support vector machine [50] : This is the -SVM rule applied to a linear kernel. is estimated by the leave-one-out nearest neighbor error on the training set.
rbsvm radial basis support vector machine [50] : This is the -SVM rule applied to a Gaussian kernel. is estimated by the leave-oneout nearest neighbor error on the training set. The scale of the Gaussian kernel is determined in a 20-step optimization based on the fivefold cross-validation error estimation. lda, loglc and nbc are not affected by a linear scaling of features, in contrast to classifiers that depend on a distance or inner product. Note also that both lda and nbc cannot be any longer considered as purely generative classifiers in our framework. The reason is that every feature in the HMMVS conveys information related to a specific class. If all models are used, features provide class-related responses of the trained HMMs. So, even if we model class-conditional densities, they incorporate information from all the classes thanks to the class-related features. The final classifier is trained in the HM-MVS, after removing features with zero variances, which also reduces the space dimension.
Results and discussion
Tables 2-5 report the results of our experimental evaluation. When appropriate (in case of cross-validation or hold-out experiments), averaged classification accuracies and their standard errors are displayed. The tables present classification performance in both normalized (by unit variance) and non-normalized state-, emit-and trans-spaces for the Chicken, Auslan, Japan-Vowel and Alcoholic data, correspondingly. The performance of the traditional MAP approach and the best performances in the proposed framework are shown in Table 6 . While analyzing all results, the following observations can be made:
• Discriminative classifiers in the HMMVS versus MAP: In general, the proposed approach is better than the standard MAP classification scheme. The improvement is negligible when HMMs are performing very well, as observed for the Japan-Vowel data. Improvements in accuracy are impressive when the estimated HMMs are weak, either undertrained or badly estimated, as it can be observed for the Chicken data. respectively. If the number of classes is large and/or generative HMMs are well estimated, then the LL-space captures sufficient discriminative information in order to enable a very good classification performance. For instance, the best results for the 9-class Japan-Vowel data are reached in the LL-space. In this case, the high increase of the number of features in the state-and transspaces does not improve discrimination. On the other hand, when the HMMs are poor, then building an HMMVS via the model components works very well, as can clearly be observed for the Chicken and Alcoholic data. The best results are achieved by rbsvm in the emit-space and trans-space. Obviously, trans-space is the most flexible, but may also be inadvisable when the dimensionality grows exponentially (due to a high number of states and many classes). emit-space or state-space should be considered in such a case.
• Normalization: Normalization in the LL-space is recommended to prevent unbounded feature values. In other cases, normalization can be useful, depending on the task and the classifier. For instance, svm, the linear -SVM seems to especially benefit from feature scaling, as observed for the Chicken, Auslan and Japan-Vowel data.
• Choice of classifier: There is no single best classifier, although -SVM based either on linear (svm) or Gaussian kernel (rbsvm) often performs best or close to the best. In addition, also lda gives very good results.
Dealing with space dimensionality
A potential drawback of using HMM-induced vector spaces is the curse of dimensionality [52] . The log-likelihood space is Cdimensional, state-space and emit-space are CK-dimensional, while trans-space is CK 2 -dimensional. The problem is even more enhanced when two or more feature spaces are fused via Cartesian product. This is relevant for density-based classifiers, such as the linear or quadratic discriminant, which suffer from a large number of features.
In the trans-space, the training size has to increase exponentially in order to permit a reliable estimation of the class-conditional densities. Supervised and unsupervised feature reduction techniques are standard solutions to diminish the negative effect of high dimensionality [47] . Here, we will perform both unsupervised and supervised reduction, by using principal component analysis and forward feature selection (FFS) based on the 1-NN classification criterion. Other classifiers are less affected by the curse of dimensionality. The most notable example is SVM [53] , whose complexity depends on the number of support vectors instead of the space dimension. It appears to perform well in high-dimensional spaces. A variant of SVM is a 1-norm SVM [51, 54] , optimizing the 1 -norm of its weight vector, which leads to a sparse solution. Hence, this method implements a feature selection mechanism inside the classifier training.
An alternative possibility of feature reduction is to focus on a single HMM to represent the information on sequences from all the classes. If an HMM is trained on a particular class such that it can capture the class characteristics well, then sequences from other classes may respond in a way that reflects the differences between the classes, hence provide discriminative information. Some substructures in a new sequence may be similar to the HMM-description of the chosen class, while other substructures may be very different. As a result, a few states or transitions may have very high Component Information, while others will have a low one. For a sufficiently rich HMM, several classes may respond fundamentally differently to this HMM, and may therefore be separable in the vector space induced by a single one-class HMM. This is in line with recent outcomes obtained for the Fisher Score approach presented in [55] , where a subset of models have been successfully employed to build the space. The best performance per classifier (and the ones that are not significantly worse) are indicated in bold. Results are averaged over 20 cross-validation runs.
We use Chicken data to investigate the usefulness of the abovediscussed feature reduction approaches for the construction of HMMVS. Table 7 shows the classification performances of several classifiers in the normalized LL + trans-space (obtained by a Cartesian product of the LL-space and trans-space with features scaled to unit variances) for different feature reduction techniques. HMMs are either 2-state or 5-state models. First, the results in the upper part show the performance in the original HMM-induced space based on 2-state HMMs and in the spaces reduced by forward feature selection (FeatSel) and PCA retaining 99% of the variance (PCA99). On average, these techniques reduce the dimension to 11 (depending on the fold in the cross-validation runs). Next, we present results when just a single HMM, trained on a particular class, is used to build HMMVS.
The performances of five classifiers, lda, knn, 1-svm, svm and rbsvm, indicate that feature reduction is counterproductive for these HMM-induced spaces. Due to the low number of states in the HMMs (K = 2), the original HMMVS space has a relatively low dimension (25D), and complex and flexible models such as knn and rbsvm perform well in this space. The best classification performance is obtained by rbsvm and svm. The 1-svm classifier is somewhat too aggressive in dimensionality reduction as it often finds solutions based on 2-3 features only.
Surprisingly, the performance in vector spaces induced by a single HMM is very high. Although such spaces are only 5D, knn and rbsvm reach more than 68% accuracy. This is very competitive with the standard MAP performance of ≈ 57%. The HMM trained for the fifth class, HMM-5, seems to provide the best discrimination; the other class models work similarly well.
The performance can be improved further by increasing the complexity of individual HMM models. The bottom part in Table 7 shows classification accuracies for HMM-induced spaces with 5-state HMMs. The original 130D LL+trans-space is relatively "empty", which enhances the separability between the classes for classifiers that can handle such high-dimensional spaces. The linear SVM, svm, is overall the best. lda fails in this space. When the dimension is reduced by PCA, all classifiers achieve their best performance.
Good results are also obtained in an HMM-induced vector space defined by a single model; the performance reaches more than 76%. A single 5-state HMM can encode the most important characteristics of all the classes in the resulting HMMVS, such that each class has a different fit to the submodels (components) in the HMM. By using all models, the performance is improved from 76% to ≈ 81%, indicating that different HMMs are only somewhat complementary. Some HMMs seem to have a wider range of submodels (components) than other HMMs, and are therefore more suitable for encoding all the classes. For instance, the HMM-4 seems to lead to somewhat better performance than other models do. A subset selection of HMMs may therefore be a worthwhile effort.
In summary, the experiments demonstrate that a hidden Markov model of a single class can be used to differentiate between classes in the HMM-induced space, provided that it is a sufficiently complex model. This holds even for the classes for which the model was never trained. This is possible because of different class-related responses to the model, as the extracted component features are informative enough to discriminate between the classes. This alleviates the demand of estimating an HMM for each class separately, which becomes hard to satisfy when many classes are present, or when new classes may appear. In these cases one or just a few generic HMMs can be used to represent all the objects from all the classes.
This opens the possibility of a very general class description, without using specific characteristics of the class at hand. In the case of 2D shape recognition, one complex HMM may be trained on a very large data set that contains most of the possible variations in curves that may be expected. This HMM is then hoped to characterize typical substructures in these data, that later can be used as features for a discriminative classifier trained on the HMM outputs.
Comparison with the Fisher Score approach
Our approach exploits a set of generative models (namely HMMs) to derive a feature space, in which a discriminative classifier is trained. It is therefore related to the family of dynamic kernels [38] [39] [40] 56, 57] , in which functions describing the similarity between variable-length sequences are proposed. Such kernels, employed with kernel-based methods, are shown to be useful and appropriate in several different scenarios. The most famous and investigated one is the so-called Fisher Kernel [38] , first advocated in the context of protein sequence analysis and proposed as a general way of mixing generative and discriminative models for classification. The basic idea is to employ a generative model to project objects to a suitable feature space, where a meaningful similarity/distance measure could be defined, leading to a kernel. In particular, the Fisher Kernel approach measures the relation between the objects by comparing them in the tangent space induced by the trained generative model. This space has a number of desirable characteristics, such as the possibility of measuring geodesic distances between points along the manifold (leading to the concept of natural gradients [58] ). In practice, each object is represented by a feature vector, whose components are called Fisher Scores, defined by derivatives of the log-likelihood of the generative model with respect to all parameters; the dimensionality equals the number of parameters. The kernel can be defined in different ways in the resulting space; the inner product was used in [38] .
Some interesting extensions of the basic Fisher Kernel approach have been proposed in order to enhance the scheme: e.g. in [41] the derivatives were computed on the ratio of the likelihoods of generative models (this increasing the discriminative information); in [45] , different derivative-based feature spaces (called Score Spaces) were obtained by exploiting high order Taylor expansions; in [44] , finally, higher order derivatives were also considered when building the spaces.
It is evident that the proposed HMM-induced spaces share some structure with these spaces, because all rely on the generative models for extracting suitable features. Nevertheless, the spaces are different in a more general setting because they are derived based on fundamentally different assumptions. In the Fisher Score approach (and in almost all its extensions) the basic tool is differentiation, namely features are obtained through the gradient of the model's log-likelihood, whereas in our case the basic tool is marginalization, namely we compute marginalized probabilities through the generative models (which, depending on the case, may resemble gradients).
We will now compare the proposed spaces with the Fisher Score spaces, as the latter represent the baseline approach, and their usefulness has been largely demonstrated in the HMM-based classification [38, 42, 43] .
Fisher Score space versus HMM-induced spaces
In order to have a thorough comparison, we repeat the experiments described in Section 3 by using a normalized version of the Fisher Score space. This is achieved by a normalization step applied to the space defined in [38] , as proposed in [41] . In the original work, the typical application scenario is a two-class case: positive class versus negative class. A single generative model is trained on the examples of the positive class (or on both classes) and used to define a Fisher Score space, in which a linear SVM is employed. Although proposals exist that effectively exploit the multi-class scenario, e.g. [26] , here we use a simple extension, which permits us to have a direct and clear comparison between the information extracted by Fisher Scores and Component Information features in our approach. In particular, we train one HMM per class, mapping each object to a Fisher Score vector depending on all models. Different classifiers are trained in the resulting space.
For each experiment, the Fisher Score space is computed by using exactly the same HMMs as in our HMM-induced spaces. To have a direct comparison, Table 8 shows the improvements obtained by our best spaces with respect to the Fisher Score approach, in terms of percentage. A positive value means that the proposed approach is able to improve the accuracy with respect to the Fisher Score. The accuracies are shown for all experiments and all classifiers. Moreover, the averages among experiments and among classifiers are also noted.
We can see that our HMM-induced space is generally better than the Fisher Score space, depending on the classifier. The latter is very competitive when using support vector machines (similarly as in [38] ) as observed for the 10-class Auslan data. In other cases, the Fisher Score approach possibly suffers from the high dimensionality of the space, leading to very bad classifiers. This is especially evident for lda, which estimates singular covariance matrices. Actually, it should be noted that in the Fisher Score case, the features are explicitly linked to the model parameters (because they are derivatives with respect to model parameters), whereas in our approach they can also be derived from general components, such as states or emission functions, leading to more manageable space dimensions.
In addition, we also want to emphasize that normalization of the original Fisher Score spaces [38] is essential. Without normalization, the classification performance deteriorates significantly for rbsvm and svm as well as for other classifiers. When we compared classification performance in both original Fisher Score spaces and HMM-induced spaces (not reported due to lack of space), the latter led to far better results. As such, normalization is not always necessary in HMMVS.
Final discussion and future perspectives
Hidden Markov models are traditionally applied to sequence modeling problems that occur in a variety of fields. In the standard classification context, a model is trained per class and a sequence is assigned to the class based on the maximum a posteriori probability. This works well provided that the HMMs characterize the classes well. The accuracy of the HMM-based classification usually deteriorates when imperfect models are estimated, typically due to the lack of knowledge or insufficient training data. As a simple solution, we propose to use an integrated generative-discriminative framework leading to a component-based discriminative classification. This provides a simple alternative to sophisticated and already well addressed complex extensions of hidden Markov models [17] [18] [19] [20] , discriminatively trained HMMs [21] [22] [23] [24] and further generalizations towards probabilistic discriminative models [27, 28] .
The essence of our proposal is to train feature-based classifiers in a vector space induced by the HMMs, trained individually per class. The features are chosen to encode meaningful information about specific components of the models. Given K-state one-class HMMs, k c , c = 1, 2, . . . , C, four spaces are studied here:
1. C-dimensional log-likelihood space, in which every feature conveys the importance, i.e. the log-likelihood, of a particular HMM. In our experimental evaluation on four different applications we observe that the proposed approach outperforms the standard MAP scheme. The improvements are particularly significant when classical HMMs are not suitable to solve the problem, due to bad assumptions, incorrect model definition or small training sets. When HMMs work properly, the proposed scheme leads to a comparable classification accuracy. The main drawback of our approach lies in a possibly high dimension of the resulting HMM-induced vector spaces, especially trans-space. Some ways of dealing with this issue include linear feature extraction, such as PCA, or forward feature selection.
In addition, we also compare discriminative power of HMMinduced vector spaces with that of the Fisher Score spaces. In essence, both proposals train a discriminative classifier in a fixed-dimensional vector space derived from generative HMMs. Nevertheless, in the case of Fisher Score space, the features are explicitly linked to the model parameters, whereas in our approach they are derived from general components (such as states). These components can be associated with either a single parameter (trans-space) or a group of parameters (state-space), which leads to spaces with better manageable sizes. Moreover, SVM is often the only classifier used in the Fisher Score space, while other classifiers may be more effective. However, the most significant difference is the procedure used to derive the features. In the Fisher Score approach they are obtained through differentiation, while in our case, they are obtained through marginalization. Experimentally, we found that the Fisher Score spaces are competitive to HMM-induced vector spaces for SVM, but generally inferior with respect to other classifiers, such as lda, loglc, nbc and knn. Note that normalized Fisher Score spaces are employed in our experimental comparison as otherwise simply poor results were obtained.
In summary, the proposed component-based discriminative classification for hidden Markov models can be recommended as a good alternative to the classical HMM-based classification, especially for imperfect models or small sample size problems. In particular, this scheme may be successfully exploited in the applications, where pretrained models are already available (for example when new data arrive) or are partially known (due to partial prior knowledge on the problem). Another possible field is the set of applications where some of the models are appropriate and others are not, due to either partial or poor knowledge about the problem or due to partial/inequal observability of the phenomenon. In such a scenario it seems possible to enrich the discrimination by building a good discriminative space from only the accurate models.
New interesting questions, of both immediate and further scope, can now be posed. These are:
• Is it sufficient to build one or a few complex models in the generative step, or is it preferred to train many simple models, instead? When a few models are chosen, this may also effectively address the issue of the dimensionality reduction in the HMM-induced vector spaces.
• Is it a sound strategy to employ models trained on many different data and classes, such as a "general shape HMM", for example? • How can we benefit by incorporating label information in the generative step? • How big should the representation set (i.e. the set used to learn the HMMs and to build the corresponding vector space) be with respect to the set used for training the classifiers? Moreover, should these be disjoint? • Which are the best components to be employed for a given problem?
Some of these issues are currently under investigation. Finally, our proposed framework of deriving fixed-dimensional vector spaces from HMMs can naturally be employed for other generative models: this is especially recommended with respect to the Fisher Score spaces (and its derivation) when componentbased marginalization is possible and easier than computation of derivatives of the log-likelihood with respect to the parameters.
